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Abstract. In this article, we propose the Peersommender architecture, which is the set of applications that provide
personalized content to users according to their annotations produced when watching multimedia items. As opposite
to hierarchical authoring, which is metadata created by experts to describe content in an organized, structured and
impartial manner, peer-level annotations are highly personal because they are created by consumers, and this feature
can be used to infer relevant content that is of interest to the user. Particularly, we propose a movie recommender
system that explores a user profile with automatic augmentation, which is based on annotations produced by the user
in the past. By combining tags, faces of interest and ratings with usual hierarchical metadata, we are able to predict
ratings for new movies based on an enhanced hybrid approach for content filtering. Our evaluation was executed over
a large scale dataset containing real users, and it shows good results when compared to other techniques.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H. Information Systems [H.m. Miscellaneous]: Databases
Keywords: Collaborative and content-based filtering, peer-level annotation, profiling, recommendation, semantic information

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing amount of multimedia content that is available each day, the provision of personalization services has become crucial in order to help users to deal with information overload.
As a particular type of personalization, recommender systems make available a selection of items
and services, which are chosen in a way to match the user’s preferences and interests [Adomavicius
and Tuzhilin 2005]. Usually, the process of gathering user’s personal information and further selection of items is accomplished by following three different strategies: content-based recommendations,
collaborative recommendations and hybrid approaches [Balabanovic and Shoham 1997].
In spite of the variety of ways to recommend multimedia items, the achievements are highly dependent on the knowledge about the users’ personal information, and also, the viability of semantic metadata describing the content itself. In the first case, systems such as last.fm1 , Netflix2 and
Youtube3 usually build user profiles containing her preferences based on the history of visited items,
and also, according to feedback given manually by the user, such as assigning ratings or filling forms
with personal data. Augmenting user profiles, however, is limited to these user activities, not considering other possibilities to gather personal interests, which, in fact, could benefit the recommending
process by providing more information about the user.
1 http://www.last.fm/
2 http://www.netflix.com/
3 http://www.youtube.com/
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In the second case, the description of multimedia content is typically provided in the content
provider side by professionals, who create well-structured information about specific media items,
helping search and analysis tasks. Due to the taxonomy-style and organization of those metadata,
some authors named those descriptions as hierarchical authoring [Bulterman 2004]. Such hierarchical information can be extracted automatically (without human intervention) or manually (with user
intervention). Automatic approaches are usually highly dependent on the item’s domain; whereas
in manual approaches, the description is considered a time-consuming task and error prone [Patel
and Abowd 2004], which requires huge effort from producers to accomplish metadata creation for the
volume of multimedia data available nowadays.
As an attempt to minimize the aforementioned problems about user profiling and semantic content
description, advances in the Web 2.0 field have allowed the exploration of user-generated annotations
in order to obtain metadata about the content, and also, information about user’s interests. In this
environment, services such as Youtube, Facebook4 and Flickr5 encourage users to act as producers,
being able to author new videos, photos, audio and documents, and make them available on the
Web. More important, it is possible to annotate, augment and/or enrich existent data, by inserting
tags, comments, handwritten notes, and also, links to other related media. Usually, those usergenerated annotations, named peer-level annotations [Bulterman 2004], may contain concrete and
rich information about user’s preferences, which is valuable for personalization services. Moreover,
they do not follow a restrictive vocabulary, and can be created using different interaction paradigms.
In previous work [Manzato et al. 2009; Manzato and Goularte 2009], we started our research to
support user’s interests discovery and metadata extraction by exploring peer-level annotations. As a
result, those techniques are able to recommend related scenes to the user according to her preferences,
which are obtained from her interaction with the current video being watched. However, a number of
issues still have to be addressed: i) the proposal of a general architecture able to handle personalization
applications in the Web 2.0 environment; ii) the formal description of how peer-level annotations,
hierarchical metadata and users’ interests relatedness can be used together in order to create an
augmented user profile and, consequently, improve recommendations; and iii) what is the real impact
of using user-generated metadata in personalization applications. In this article, we explore these issues
by describing a general architecture called Peersommender (Peer-level annotation based recommender
system). It consists of providing personalization services in the Web 2.0 environment, considering
annotations produced by users to infer their personal interests. Particularly, we propose a movie
recommender system that considers tags, ratings and faces of interest to improve known content and
collaborative-based filtering algorithms. We evaluate our strategy by comparing our results to other
approaches previously proposed in the literature.
This article is structured in a way to present all involved modules of the Peersommender architecture.
After the related work about recommender systems, which is described in Section 2, the general
overview of the system is depicted in Section 3. After that, the hierarchical content description and
the peer-level annotation procedures are presented in Section 4. Using those metadata, we propose
in Section 5 the user profiling mechanism, which is one of the contributions of this article. Based
on this user profile, a set of recommender algorithms is described in Section 6, including one based
on peer-level annotations, which is another contribution of this article. Section 7 depicts the results
obtained with our approach, by comparing it with a set of well-known recommender algorithms; and
finally, in Section 8, the conclusions and future work are presented.

4 http://www.facebook.com/
5 http://www.flickr.com/
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2. RELATED WORK
The related work about recommender systems, in general, adopt one of the following approaches: i)
content-based recommendations [Pazzani and Billsus 1997], where the user will be recommended items
similar to the ones he/she accessed and liked in the past; ii) collaborative recommendations [Breese
et al. 1998; Cohen et al. 1999], where content selection is based on similar interests from other
people; and iii) hybrid approaches [Pazzani 1999], which combine collaborative and content-based
recommendations.
Regarding content-based recommenders, the selection of items is based on a user profile built from
previously watched movies’ metadata, such as title, keywords, genres, etc. [Gauch et al. 2007]. The
user feedback (e.g., ratings) is used to calculate weights for concepts of interest to the user, which are
further explored by the system to search for related content. In this searching procedure, a variety of
information retrieval techniques can be used [Pazzani and Billsus 1997], being, most of them, based
on textual information. One very-known problem of content-based filtering is overspecialization,
which occurs when the system can only recommend items that score highly against the user profile,
resulting in a limitation of the user to being recommended items that are similar to those already
rated [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005].
In order to minimize the problem of overspecialization, collaborative filtering can be used, as it
considers the similarity of users or items: in the first case, items liked by a group of people with
similar interests are recommended to a particular user from that group; in the second, users’ ratings
are predicted for an item based on their ratings for similar items [Resnick et al. 1994; Koren et al. 2009].
The overspecialization is overcome because, different from content-based, the system does not know
any metadata about the content, and thus, the algorithms rely only on ratings previously assigned by
other users. Maybe the most remarkable effort spent on collaborative recommenders was during the
Netflix Prize6 , which contributed to the emergence of two new trends of research: the use of singular
value decomposition (SVD) to cluster similar movies and users using a variety of latent semantic
factors [Koren et al. 2009], and the combination of multiple recommender algorithms to improve
performance [Bell and Koren 2007]. Although collaborative filtering can minimize overspecialization,
it still has some limitations, such as the new user and new item problems, or when a user has distinct
preferences from all other users.
The use of hybrid approaches, in turn, can surpass most problems inherent to content-based and
collaborative filtering. It combines both methods in one of the following ways: i) implementing collaborative and content-based algorithms separately and combining their predictions linearly [Claypool
et al. 1999; Pazzani 1999]; ii) incorporating some content-based characteristics into a collaborative
approach [Balabanovic and Shoham 1997; Pazzani 1999]; iii) incorporating some collaborative characteristics into a content-based approach [Soboroff and Nicholas 1999]; and iv) constructing a general
unifying model that incorporates both content-based and collaborative characteristics [Popescul et al.
2001; Schein et al. 2002]. Albeit these methods can predict better ratings, the process of extracting
metadata from the content and gathering information from user’s interests are issues that still need
further research.
In the first case, a number of solutions have been proposed to extract semantic information from
audiovisual data by processing low-level features, such as color information, motion vectors and histograms. Venkatesh et al. [Venkatesh et al. 2008] report some ways to automatically extract this
high-level metadata; however, most techniques have good performance only in specific video domains.
Manual approaches, in turn, such as the Music Genome Project7 and the Internet Movie Database
(IMDB)8 , have to deal with the time-consuming efforts to annotate lots of content that are available
6 http://www.netflixprize.com/
7 http://www.pandora.com/
8 http://www.imdb.com/
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Fig. 1.

Peersommender architecture.

each day [Patel and Abowd 2004].
In the second case, user profiling mechanisms usually start with personal information collection,
which includes implicit/explicit user feedback, and the use of proxy servers, browser/desktop agents,
among others. Having the necessary information, the gathered data is used to build a profile according
to a number of strategies such as those based on keywords, semantic network profiles, concepts profiles,
etc. [Gauch et al. 2007]. Nevertheless, all these techniques are limited to the amount of metadata
available on the videos watched by the user, which means that recommendations cannot reach a
semantic level of concepts of interest to the user.
On the other hand, Web 2.0 services have opened new possibilities to deal with the problem of
metadata extraction, and also, the provision of richer information about the user’s preferences. Concerning metadata extraction, notorious work can be found on collaborative tagging field [Angeletou
et al. 2009; Heckner et al. 2008; Halpin et al. 2007], where the viability of tags assigned collaboratively to each resource can be explored in order to create folksonomies based on co-occurrence of tags.
Concerning user profiling and recommendations, some systems are able to provide recommendations
based on user-generated tags [Gemmis et al. 2008; Sen et al. 2009; Tso-Sutter et al. 2008; Zanardi
and Capra 2008], assuming that when a user tags a video, that means this piece of content can bring
relevant information about her preferences. However, most of those systems still lack research in the
formal description of annotation-based profiling mechanisms, and their integration with folksonomies,
in order to obtain better recommendations with the knowledge of associated semantic information.
Our work differs from the aforementioned systems because we deal not only with tags as user
input to infer her preferences. As previously described, content enrichment and augmentation can be
accomplished by using different interaction paradigms, and thus, we also consider assigned ratings to
past items and faces of interest defined from handwritten strokes. In addition, the literature does not
report a conceptual architecture and user profiling mechanisms that can support, in general terms,
the development of personalization services in the scenario depicted so far in this article.
3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe the overall schema of the Peersommender architecture proposed in this
article. Figure 1 illustrates the adopted scenario, where a user watching multimedia content is able
Journal of Information and Data Management, Vol. 1, No. 2, June 2010.
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to enrich/annotate content using a variety of devices and interaction mechanisms (Figure 1 (b)). It is
important to note that this possibility is a common feature typically provided by services in the Web
2.0 environment, such as Youtube, Flickr, etc. Annotations produced collaboratively by different users
are analyzed in order to extract semantic metadata, as usually described by research in folksonomies
creation field (Figure 1 (e)). This metadata is extra material for hierarchical descriptions, helping
experts during the effort spent in content description (Figure 1 (a)). In parallel, personal descriptions
produced by the user can be used to build a profile containing her personal preferences for subjects,
concepts and content (Figure 1 (c)). Examples of this kind of information are: assigned ratings to
watched movies, inserted tags, images, regions and faces of interest, and so forth. When combining
personal information with content descriptions, the content provider is able to provide better personalization services to the user (Figure 1 (d)). Recommender systems and content selection tools, for
instance, will offer the user movies or scenes which have higher probability to match her preferences.
Summarization systems, in turn, will create a summarized version of the content containing only
pieces of information which are relevant to the user.
In this work, we scope our study to recommender systems; however, such architecture can also be
suited to other personalization services that explore user-generated data. In the next sections, each
one of the architecture’s components is depicted in details. The module illustrated by Figure 1 (e) is
left to future work (although we still use folksonomies to augment user profiles).
4. MULTIMEDIA INDEXING AND ANNOTATION
This section depicts the modules delimited by Figure 1 (a) and (b). First, we present the hierarchical
description adopted in this work; it consists of defining the types of metadata we are considering.
In what follows, we describe the user enrichment activity by presenting the M4Note tool, which was
previously reported elsewhere [Goularte et al. 2004].
4.1

Hierarchical Description

Hierarchical descriptions provide information about specific media items with the objective to be
searched or analyzed [Bulterman 2004]. This type of information usually follows an organized, wellstructured taxonomy which makes easy the access by content personalization applications. One example is metadata referring to a movie, such as title, producer, characters, etc. Such descriptions are
usually provided by content providers, where experts are responsible to create information by carefully
analyzing different factors of the content. In this article, we use a subset of information available on
the Internet Movie Database (IMDB): list of genres of movies, and associated keywords.
It is important to note that further information available on IMDB could be explored, such as
producer, list of characters, director, etc. However, the more descriptions are used in the system, the
more efforts should be needed to annotate new videos available each day. In addition, our proposal
is to use consumer-generated data in order to minimize this time-consuming effort. Thus, we have
delimited the use of hierarchical descriptions to only a few of them. As further explained, all this
considered metadata will be combined with user annotations, in order to make possible our movies
recommender system.
4.2

User Annotation

The previous subsection described our adopted video description procedure, which is executed with all
video streams stored into the multimedia database; it makes available the search of movies according
to their content. This subsection, in turn, depicts the interaction environment which enables users to
enrich the content.
The enrichment activity explores different interaction paradigms. A user can capture a frame, and
Journal of Information and Data Management, Vol. 1, No. 2, June 2010.
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Fig. 2. Peer-level enrichment environment using the M4Note application. Dashed ellipses represent extracted metadata
that describes user’s preferences.

make handwriting strokes on selected frames, as well as assign ratings and tags, and make spoken
commentaries. Figure 2 illustrates the M4Note tool [Goularte et al. 2004]. It is based on multimodal interfaces with electronic ink and voice, providing the user with annotation mechanisms over a
multimedia object stream. This tool allows the user to accomplish the following types of annotation:
—Capture a frame and use it as an image background in the whiteboard area (Figure 2 (a)).
—Make handwritten notes using electronic ink onto the captured frame; the tool also recognizes known
symbols like squares, circles, etc. (Figure 2 (b)).
—From the strokes produced by the electronic ink, faces of interest can be extracted using the horizontal and vertical maximum and minimum coordinates of each symbol made by the user (Figure 2
(c)), and further recognition using one of the following approaches: automatically, using automatic
recognition over samples in database; or from user interaction, when the recognition module does
not have enough samples of that face. In both cases, we use the Face Annotation Interface Java
API (faint)9 , that extracts faces and stores them as thumbnails, together with the person’s name.
—Provide textual information using tags (Figure 2 (d)), recognized speech (Figure 2 (e)), and/or
subtitle of the video, which is delimited by the captured frame’s timestamp.
—Assign rates to the video being watched (Figure 2 (g)). Such ratings vary from 0.5 (hated) to 5
(loved), with 0.5 of increment.
In this work, we focus our study on a subset of annotations and feedback provided by the user:
tags, faces of interest and assigned ratings. When those metadata are combined together and with
hierarchical descriptions, it is possible to create a user profile containing her major preferences. Next
section, in turn, depicts how this process is accomplished.
5. USER PROFILING
This section presents in details the profiling module delimited by Figure 1 (c). Creating users profiles
consists of storing their past activities in order to help personalization services to know what are the
interests, likes and dislikes of each user. Some work in this field can be found in the literature, as
described in [Gauch et al. 2007]; however, none of them considers metadata produced by the user
him/herself.
9 http://faint.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 3. User profile containing different types of metadata: tags, movies’ genres, faces of interest, images and relation
to other users with similar interests.

Our profiling approach deals with the notion of data clouds with interconnections among users with
similar interests. Data clouds cluster a variety of types of information obtained from the different
interaction paradigms between users and content. Figure 3 illustrates such profile, where four types
of data clouds are attached to the main user (User “a” in Figure 3): keyword cloud, genre cloud, tag
cloud and face cloud. We also provide an automatic augmentation procedure to the last two clouds, by
considering co-occurrence of tags and faces produced by other users. This feature has the advantage
of producing semantically richer information about user’s preferences, minimizing the lack of data in
cases where a subset of users do not provide much annotations.
In addition to data clouds, the user profile also contains a list of other users who have similar interests
to the current one. The interconnections are created based on the rating values of common items
watched in the past by two or more users. The relationship among users can be used in collaborative
filtering algorithms, with the advantage of minimizing overspecialization problems, which are inherent
to content-based filtering approaches [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005].
Next subsections present in details the formal definition of each data cloud, plus the adopted users
similarity function. Before doing that, however, we present in the next subsection, the notation
adopted in this article [Szomszor et al. 2007].
5.1

Notation

Let us denote a given user by u ∈ U , where U is the set of all users, a movie item by s ∈ S, where
S is the set of all available items, and a rating value by r ∈ {0.5, 1, 1.5, ..., 5} ≡ R. A set of items
rated by user u is represented by Su ; and based on this set, we define the rating function for user u
as δu : s ∈ Su 7→ δu (s) ∈ R.
Associated to data clouds, we also consider the following notations:
—We denote by K the global set of keywords, Ks the set of keywords associated to movie s, and Nk
the global frequency of occurrence of keyword k for all movies.
—Analogously, we denote by G the global set of genres, Gs the set of genres associated to movie s,
and Ng the global frequency of occurrence of genre g for all movies.
Journal of Information and Data Management, Vol. 1, No. 2, June 2010.
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—Related to tags, we define T as the global set of tags, Ts the set of tags associated to movie s, Tu
the set of tags created by user u, Tus the set of tags user u has associated to movie s, and Nt the
global frequency of occurrence of tag t for all movies.
—The same for faces, F is the global set of recognized faces, Fs is the set of faces recognized from
movie s, Fu is the set of faces scribbled and/or recognized by user u, Fus is the set of faces user u
has scribbled/recognized from movie s, and Nf is the global frequency of occurrence of face f for
all movies.
Given the adopted notation, we are able to formally define each data cloud in the following subsections; the last one, in particular, provides the definition of our user similarity function.
5.2

Keyword Cloud

A keyword cloud corresponds to a set of keywords describing the content obtained from hierarchical
descriptions. Differently from tags, which can be any word or set of words provided by the user,
keywords usually have significant meaning, and provide content metadata without being personal.
We define cloudk (u, r) as the rating keyword cloud for a given user u and rating r, containing the
set of pairs (k, nk,u,r ), where k ∈ K is a keyword and nk,u,r = |{s ∈ Su |k ∈ Ks & δu (s) = r}|. Thus,
nk,u,r contains the frequency of occurrence of keyword k for all movies that user u has associated with
rating r.
5.3

Genre Cloud

A genre cloud corresponds to a set of preferred genres of movies watched so far by the user. As
depicted in last subsection, the genres are provided by hierarchical descriptions obtained from the
IMDB archive.
We define cloudg (u, r) as the rating genre cloud for a given user u and rating r, containing the
set of pairs (g, ng,u,r ), where g ∈ G is a genre and ng,u,r = |{s ∈ Su |g ∈ Gs & δu (s) = r}|. Thus,
ng,u,r contains the frequency of occurrence of genre g for all movies that user u has associated with
rating r.
5.4

Tag Cloud

A tag cloud corresponds to all tags a user assigns to the items visited in the past, and their meaning
can be used to infer the degree of interest he/she has about a set of concepts.
We define cloudt (u, r) as the rating tag cloud for a given user u and rating r, containing the set of
pairs (tu , ntu ,u,r ), where tu ∈ T is a tag created by user u and ntu ,u,r = |{s ∈ Su |tu ∈ Tus & δu (s) =
r}|. Thus, ntu ,u,r contains the frequency of occurrence of tag tu for all movies that user u has associated
with rating r.
In addition to tags created by the current user, we augment the tag cloud by considering their
co-occurrence with tags provided by other users. This feature has the advantage of building a user
profile with better semantic information, and also, minimizing the lack of data in cases where a subset
of users does not provide many annotations.
Our tag cloud augmentation is based on the relatedness measure described in [Cattuto et al. 2008],
who create a folksonomy based on co-occurrence of tags. They define it as a weighted undirected
graph whose set of vertices is the set T of tags. Two tags t1 and t2 are connected by an edge if
and only if t1 , t2 ∈ Tus ; and its weight is given by the number of times t1 and t2 co-occurred, i.e.,
w(t1 , t2 ) = |{(u, s) ∈ U × S|t1 , t2 ∈ Tus }|. The relatedness between tags is defined directly by the edge
weights. Given a tag t ∈ T , the tags that are most related to it are all the tags t′ ∈ T with t 6= t′
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such that w(t, t′ ) is maximal. Table I illustrates five tags and their five most related ones; they were
calculated based on the MovieLens dataset10 , which includes tags associated to a variety of movies.
Tag
superhero
opera
holocaust
love
drugs

Table I.
1
comic book
18th century
World War II
surreal
crime

Tags relatedness based on their co-occurrence.
2
3
4
marvel
Mozart
true story
death
violence

super-hero
Oscar (Best Actor)
nazi
books
heroin

DC
backstage
Nazis
friendship
addiction

5
Batman
music
Poland
relationships
organized crime

We extend our tag cloud cloudt (u, r) by incorporating to it a folksonomy which is created based on
the P most related tags associated to tu ; at the same time, we maintain its original rating r to the
related tags. For instance, if user u has tagged a movie s with tus = ‘superhero’, and rated s with
r = 3.5, her augmented tag cloud cloud∗t (u, r) will contain the tags superhero, comic book, marvel,
super-hero, DC and Batman associated to the same rating r = 3.5 (assuming P = 5).
5.5

Face Cloud

A face cloud corresponds to detected and recognized faces which are of interest to the user. By making
a scribble around an actor’s face, it is possible to infer that such person captured the user attention
at that moment. On the client side, the recognition process can be accomplished automatically, when
there are enough samples on the server to support the recognition; or manually, when the user herself
provides the identification of that face.
We define cloudf (u, r) as the rating face cloud for a given user u and rating r, containing the
set of pairs (fu , nfu ,u,r ), where fu ∈ F is a face scribbled/recognized by user u and nfu ,u,r = |{s ∈
Su |fu ∈ Fus & δu (s) = r}|. Thus, nfu ,u,r contains the frequency of occurrence of face fu for all
movies that user u has associated with rating r.
Analogously to tag cloud, we also provide an augmentation to the face cloud defined above. Another
folksonomy is created, but in this case, each vertice of the graph is a recognized face by the user. If
user u scribbled/recognized f1 = ‘Ben Stiller’ and f2 = ‘Teri Polo’ in the same movie s, so both actors
will have and edge, and its weight w(f1 , f2 ) will be the number of times f1 and f2 co-occurred in S.
As a result, the folksonomy will contain a list of persons and their relations, which can dictate how
much two actors are linked to each other.
We create the augmented face cloud cloud∗f (u, r) in the same way it was done with tag cloud. The
advantage of having this extension is that the profile of a user who recognized only a few actors will
be as rich as the profile of other users who recognized more faces, maintaining, of course, each user’s
preference or level of interest defined by the assigned rating.
5.6

Users Similarity

The adopted similarity measure between two users follows the Pearson correlation coefficient, as firstly
depicted by Resnick et al. [Resnick et al. 1994]. Let Suv be the set of all items rated by both users u
and v, i.e., Suv = {s ∈ S|δu (s) 6= ∅ & δv (s) 6= ∅}. The similarity function sim(u, v) is defined as:


X
(δ
(s)
−
δ̄
)(δ
(s)
−
δ̄
)
u
u
v
v


 


|Suv |
s∈Suv
 ,

(1)
sim(u, v) =
× s X

X
|S|
2
2

(δv (s) − δ̄v )
(δu (s) − δ̄u )
s∈Suv

s∈Suv

10 http://www.grouplens.org/node/12/
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where δ̄u is the rating values mean for all items rated by user u, and δ̄v the same for user v. We
adopted the similarity function defined in Equation 1 because it considers the fact that users may use
the rating scale differently. Instead of using the absolute values of ratings, we consider their deviations
from the average rating of the corresponding user [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005]. In addition, the
division |Suv |/|S| is used to give more confidence to those users who have more movies in common.
6. RECOMMENDATION
This section presents one of the services showed on the personalization module illustrated in Figure
1 (d), which is a recommender system that exploits metadata created by users. First, we describe in
the next three subsections a set of recommendation algorithms that were previously reported in the
literature; the last one, in turn, describes our proposed approach.
6.1

Content-Based Filtering

Szomszor et al. [Szomszor et al. 2007] proposed a content-based filtering approach which uses keywords
to predict the ratings a user would give to new movies. They named this algorithm as Weighted
Keyword Cloud Comparison11 and its definition is based on a measure of keyword cloud similarity
which considers weights at the movie’s keywords level and at the keyword cloud level. Given an unrated
movie s, they consider the set of keywords Ks and calculate its similarity to cloudk (u, r) as:
X
nk,u,r
.
(2)
σk (u, s, r) =
log(Nk )
{(k,nk,u,r )∈cloudk (u,r)|k∈Ks }

It means that they sum over all keywords that Ks and the keyword cloud cloudk (u, r) have in
common, weighting each keyword k proportionally to its frequency nk,u,r in the keyword cloud, and
inversely proportional to the logarithm of its global frequency Nk . The keyword-weighted average
rating λk (u, s) is then defined as:
X
σk (u, s, r)r
r∈R

,

(3)

which is used in combination with the movie average rating δ̄(s):
1 X
δ̄(s) =
δv (s) ,
Us

(4)

λk (u, s) = X

σk (u, s, r)

r∈R

v∈Us

in order to predict the user rating for the movie s:

δu (s) = (1 − γ)δ̄(s) + γλk (u, s) ,

(5)

where 0 < γ < 1 is the factor weighting the contribution of the two estimates. Analogously to the
authors, we set γ = 1/2, and the predicted rating r for movie s is the nearest value in R according to
δu (s).
6.2

Collaborative-Based Filtering

Collaborative filtering algorithms make rating predictions based on the entire collection of previously
rated items by the users. In other words, the value of an unknown rating δu (s) for user u and item s
11 In fact, the original name proposed by the authors is Weighted Tag Cloud Comparison; but they use the same
keywords gathered from the IMDB archive. As we are also considering the notion of tag cloud as tags created by the
user, we preferred to rename the algorithm in order to make a distinction between the approaches.
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is usually calculated as an aggregate of the ratings of the Q most similar users for the same item s.
Let us consider as Û the set of Q users that are the most similar to user u and who have rated item
s. We define the aggregation function as [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005]:
X
sim(u, v) × (δv (s) − δ̄v )
δu (s) = δ̄u +

v∈Û

X

|sim(u, v)|

(6)

.

v∈Û

Once again, we consider the rating values’ deviations from the average rating of the corresponding
user in order to address the issue of having different rating scales to each different user.
6.3

Hybrid-Based Filtering

A hybrid recommender system combines collaborative and content-based methods, trying to avoid
limitations inherent to both approaches. Section 2 discussed some of these limitations, together with
the description of a set of ways to combine them into a unique hybrid approach. In this article,
for the sake of simplicity, we adopt a linear combination approach by extending the content-based
algorithm presented in Subsection 6.1. Specifically, Equation 5 is slightly modified to substitute the
movie average rating δ̄(s) by the collaborative-based filtering prediction defined in Subsection 6.2.
Thus:
δu (s) = (1 − γ)Collaborativeu (s) + γλk (u, s) ,

(7)

where Collaborativeu (s) is equivalent to Equation 6 and γ = 1/2.
6.4

Annotation-Based Filtering

This section presents the recommendation algorithm proposed in this article. Let us consider matcht (u, s)
as the set of pairs (t, nt,u,r ) ∈ cloud∗t (u, r) where t ∈ Ts ∩ Tu ; and matchf (u, s) as the set of pairs
(f, nf,u,r ) ∈ cloud∗f (u, r) where f ∈ Fs ∩ Fu . Based on them, we define the tag and face-weighted
average ratings as:
X
X
nt,u,r r
nf,u,r r
X
X
r∈R
r∈R
X
X
λt (u, s) =
, λf (u, s) =
.
(8)
n
n
t,u,r
f,u,r
matcht (u,s)
matchf (u,s)
r∈R

r∈R

From these two average ratings, we combine them together to predict a rating value based solely
on the user annotations:

λt (u, s) + λf (u, s)
.
(9)
|matcht (u, s)| + |matchf (u, s)|
One problem of using only λtf (u, s) is that some users may not provide any annotation. In this case,
the divisor of the above division will be zero. In order to avoid this problem, we combine λtf (u, s)
with the content-based filtering algorithm defined previously, i.e.:
λtf (u, s) =

δu (s) = (1 − γ)Contentu (s) + γλtf (u, s) ,

(10)

where Contentu (s) is equivalent to Equation 5, γ = 0 if |matcht (u, s)| + |matchf (u, s)| = 0 and
γ = 1/2 otherwise.
We will show in Section 7 that Equation 10 can already improve the results obtained by using only
the content-based filtering. Before that, however, we follow to present an enhanced hybrid approach,
which combines the above algorithm with the collaborative-based filtering. It is defined as:
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 Collaborativeu (s)
δu (s) = Annotationu (s)

(1 − γ)Collaborativeu (s) + γAnnotationu (s)

if |Ks | < α and |Ts | < α
if δv (s) = ∅ or |Suv |/|S| < β
otherwise,

(11)

where Annotationu (s) is equivalent to Equation 10, α and β are thresholds, and γ = 1/2. By analyzing
the amount of metadata for each movie s, and the similarity parameters between users u and v ∈ Û ,
we choose among each of the approaches to make the prediction for s.
We can go a little further and explore the aforementioned algorithms with the genres metadata
available for each movie. In doing so, we are able to provide better recommendations, as presented
in Section 7. This enhancement is accomplished by considering matchg (u, s) as the set of pairs
(g, ng,u,r ) ∈ cloudg (u, r), where g ∈ Gs ∩ Gu . Based on this set, we define the genre-weighted average
rating as:
X
ng,u,r r
X
r∈R
X
,
(12)
λg (u, s) =
ng,u,r
matchg (u,s)
r∈R

and from this average rating, we combine it with the enhanced hybrid-based approach, as follows:
δu (s) = (1 − γ)Hybridu (s) + γλg (u, s) ,

(13)

where Hybridu (s) is equivalent to Equation 11, and γ = 1/2.
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section provides the results of the annotation-based filtering approach proposed in this article. It
consists of comparing the performance of all recommender algorithms described in last section, using
the root mean squared error (RMSE) metric [Anderson and Woessner 1992]. It indicates that the
smaller the RMSE, the more accurate is a set of predictions. Given a set of N predicted ratings {ri }
and the corresponding set of actual ratings {ri∗ }, the RMSE is defined as:
s
1 X
∗
RMSE({ri }, {ri }) =
(ri − ri∗ )2
(14)
N i

The samples that were used as input data for evaluation correspond to a subset of the MovieLens
dataset12 , which includes movies ratings of several real users, along with tags assigned by those users
to a variety of movies. In the original dataset, there are about 70.000 users, who assign tags and
rates to a set of 65.133 different movies, totalizing 95.580 tags and 10.000.054 ratings. However, as
calculating predictions to all these users would be a very time-consuming task, we have randomly
selected 500 users to be used in our evaluation, corresponding to 197.211 ratings.
We decided to adopt the MovieLens dataset instead of evaluating the performance with the use
of the M4Note tool because the main objective of this study is to show how better the proposed
recommender algorithm can perform with a large scale set of users. Thus, albeit we are dealing with
real users, in fact, they did not use the M4Note tool to watch, annotate and assign rates for each
movie. On the other hand, all annotations that could be created using the M4Note tool are simulated
as described in the following paragraphs.
Hierarchical descriptions of each movie were explored in this work as explained in Subsection 4.1.
We chose to use those from the IMDB archive, so each of the 65.133 movies from the MovieLens

12 http://www.grouplens.org/node/12/
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dataset was linked to the corresponding one in the IMDB dataset13 ; in this way, the lists of genres
and keywords for each movie were used in our evaluation.
In addition to genres and keywords, which are appraised as hierarchical metadata in this evaluation,
we also consider peer-level annotations produced by all 500 users existent in our dataset. Assigned
tags and scribbled/recognized faces of interest are explored; but in the last case, as we do not have
this information in the original datasets, we have simulated the user action of scribbling/recognizing
a face by using her tags content to search for actors/actresses’ names into the IMDB archive. Thus,
when a tag is found in the IMDB’s list of actors/actresses, we conceive it as a face recognized by the
user. As a total, 12.758 faces were considered in the evaluation.
The set of 197.211 ratings was split into training and test sets. Thus, we assumed our training set
corresponds to items watched so far by the users, being possible to create profiles of interest for each
one, and our test set, in turn, is used to test our predictions against its actual ratings. This division
was made in a way to have exactly 10 ratings for each user in the test set. Consequently, the training
and test sets contain 192.211 and 5.000 ratings, respectively.
Besides the parameters values already defined so far, in this evaluation we have configured the
others as follows: during tag and face clouds augmentation, P = 5; in the collaborative filtering,
Q = |Û | = 10; and in the enhanced hybrid-based filtering, α = 5 and β = 0.02. All these values
were calculated experimentally, i.e., we analyzed different values for each parameter, and created a
relationship among the obtained results with the amount of data in the data clouds, the viability of
content metadata and the number of movies in common.
We ran all recommendation algorithms described in Section 6 with the same dataset. Figure 4
presents the obtained results. Graphs from (a) to (g) show the RMSE for all users, along with their
number of ratings. For those algorithms that deal with collaborative filtering (graphs (d)-(g)), it is
possible to visualize a tendency for better performance as more ratings are assigned by each user.
This happens because the relatedness among users gets stronger as more ratings are available to be
used by the similarity metric.
When evaluating the results for isolated users in the content-based and collaborative-based approaches (graphs (b) and (d)), one can note cases where overspecialization and new user problem
are evident. The user who rated around 2250 movies obtained a bad score of about 2.4 of RMSE
with the content-based, what suggests her profile contains lots of information (keywords/ratings),
but not implying good predictions. Although this same user obtained around 1.4 of RMSE with the
collaborative-based, in this same approach there are other users who rated a few movies (around 10),
and obtained very poor predictions (about 3.8 of RMSE in the worst case), suggesting the occurrence
of the new user problem.
The hybrid approach (graph (e)) was able to balance such content-based and collaborative-based
results. Nevertheless, the same new users achieved around 2.4 of RMSE, which is worse than the
enhanced hybrid approach, whose same new users obtained around 2.1 of RMSE in the worst case.
This can be explained by the user profiling augmentation, which provides semantically richer concepts
to the tag/face clouds, even with a few number of annotations and ratings produced by these users.
Figure 4 (h) presents the average RMSE for each approach. One can note that the annotationbased achieved better performance than content-based, improving its RMSE in about 3.9%. The
enhanced hybrid-based, which considers users annotations, was also able to improve the traditional
hybrid approach in about 2.7%. The best algorithm, however, was a combination of the enhanced
hybrid-based with genres metadata available for each movie, achieving a score of 0.8886 of RMSE.
Such approach improved the results of enhanced hybrid-based in about 3.3%.
From this analysis, we clearly see that the more information is available about users and content,
13 http://www.imdb.com/interfaces/
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Fig. 4. Results for all considered recommendation algorithms. Graphs from (a) to (g) show the RMSE for all considered
users along with their number of ratings: (a) is the movie average prediction (Equation 4), (b) is the content-based
prediction (Equation 5), (c) is the annotation-based prediction (Equation 10), (d) is the collaborative-based prediction
(Equation 6), (e) is the hybrid-based prediction (Equation 7), (f) is the enhanced hybrid-based prediction (Equation
11) and (g) is the genre plus enhanced hybrid-based prediction (Equation 12). Graph (h) shows the RMSE average for
each approach.

the better the prediction algorithms will perform. We note that annotations are important to gather
user’s preferences and interests, but they depend on the available hierarchical content metadata in
order to be helpful. This affirmative can be supported by the fact that not all users will provide
tags and/or faces of interest, being necessary, in this case, the use of other methodologies, such as
collaborative filtering or content-based algorithms. On the other hand, when those annotations are
available, it is possible to combine them with relatedness measures in order to enrich the data clouds,
and consequently, provide better recommendations with higher semantic level.
8. FINAL REMARKS
This article presented the Peersommender architecture, which considers user annotations in order to
provide recommendations according to user’s preferences. We have presented all its involved modules,
which are essential steps to achieve good personalization: i) the hierarchical content description, using
metadata available on centralized databases, such as IMDB; ii) the viability of enrichment tools to
provide users with annotation mechanisms; iii) the profiling procedure, which constructs data clouds
containing rich semantic information about user’s preferences; and iv) the proposed recommender
algorithm, which combines hierarchical and peer-level annotations, providing better predictions as
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showed on the experimental evaluation described in this article.
The evaluation was executed over a large dataset containing real users, and it has demonstrated that
better results can be achieved when combining impartial and organized metadata (such as keywords
and associated genres) with information provided by users (such as ratings, tags and faces of interest).
Thus, the contributions of this article can be summarized as follows:
—The user profiling mechanism, which considers the notion of data clouds containing different pieces
of information about user’s preferences. This profiling procedure, indeed, is augmented with statistical methods based on co-occurrence of tags and faces, resulting in a semantically richer profile,
containing more data about the interests of the user.
—The annotation-based filtering approach, and its combination with collaborative-based, providing an
enhanced hybrid approach that performs better when compared to previously proposed algorithms.
As future work, we plan to improve our recommender system by analyzing other types of annotation
provided by the user, such as recognized speech, object recognition and image processing of captured
frames. All this information shall be included in the user profile, in order to make possible the
knowledge of more concepts of interest to the user. In addition, we plan to analyze how peer-level
annotations can be used to help content providers during the creation of metadata (Figure 1 (e)).
This process must be able to decide whether a user annotation may be considered impartial data, so
that it can describe the content without denoting user’s thoughts.
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